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Perturbative calculations

✤ We will talk about serious issues in hadron collder physics that have some bearing on questions like

✤ What is the true SM value of the top forward-backward asymmetry?

✤ How well can we predict the shape of dijet invariant mass distribution in W+jj ?

✤ What is the true uncertainty in the Higgs boson production rate in gluon fusion?

✤ What is the value of the strong coupling constant at the Z-mass and what is the error on it?

✤ Perturbative computations provide the only known technique to address dynamical questions related 
to hard processes at colliders in a model-independent and sharp way

✤ In this talk I will try to give an overview of the field of perturbative computations and provide some 
perspective on future direction
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Physics of parton  collider

✤ We must take QCD Lagrangian very seriously because we deal with a quark-gluon collider !

✤ We are interested in rare processes with large momentum transfer where asymptotic freedom is at work

✤ Since confinement is soft, jets provide reliable probe of short-distance physics accessible at large distances

✤ Factorization theorems imply that protons are beams of quarks a gluon

✤

LQCD = q̄(i�µ@µ � gs�
µAµ)q �
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Perturbation theory for quark-gluon S-matrix

✤ Collisions of quarks and gluons are described by ordinary perturbation theory where the small parameter is the 
strong coupling constant

✤ Perturbative expansion consists of elastic (loops) and inelastic ( real emission) processes; both must be combined for 
a consistent calculation

✤ For multi-jet processes, we can currently only deal with two-loop diagrams for 2 -> 2 proceses; this provides a limit 
on what a fixed-order computation can accomplish. Note that this also limits available number of real emissions, 
which makes our experimental colleagues somewhat unhappy.

g

g g

H

Leading order  contributions Next-to-leading order contributions: virtual(left) and real(right)
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✤ Additional kinematic approximations within perturbation theory 
combined with the understanding that soft and collinear 
singularities must cancel in suitably defined observables make an 
all-order treatment possible and give us some idea about the 
importance of multiple emissions, both real and virtual

✤ This is the main idea behind parton showers and resummations

✤ Unfortunately, the domain of applicability of these 
approximations is rather narrow and  in recent years these 
techniques were combined with fixed order computations in 
various ways (CKKW, MLM, MC@NLO, POWHEG), to get the 
hard physics correctly.

✤ It turned out that we can push fixed order computations 
sufficiently far, to describe a large number  of processes required 
for the LHC phenomenology.   In a certain sense, this is a game 
changer.

Kinematic approximations
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Progress with leading order

✤ For leading order computations, the significant progress occurred in the 1990s with the appearance of spinor helicity 
methods, color-stripped amplitudes and  Berends-Giele  (BG) recursion. With the significant increase in computing 
power, calculations  of amplitudes and cross-sections for  high multiplicity processes became possible

✤ Recently, explicit analytic results for tree QCD amplitudes became available, as a byproduct of N=4 SYM 
computations.  The explicit comparison of analytic and BG results reveals that MHV and NMHV amplitudes are 
computed more efficiently with analytic methods; after that, BG recursion becomes more efficient
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Badger, Biedermann, Hackl, Plefka, Schuster, Uwer 
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Next-to-leading order computations

✤ Progress with leading order computations did not translate into 
progress with next-to-leading order ones right away.  Until a few 
years ago we required a decade to increase the final state multiplicity 
by one in our NLO computations

✤ In the past few years  - remarkable change in  pace which came 
because of two developments

✤ better ways of dealing with Feynman diagrams 

✤ radically different (on-shell) methods for one-loop computations 

Progress with NLO computations

● Lack of W+3 jets NLO computation just three years ago is an illustration of a  general 
problem – it was  not know how to perform 2 → 4  NLO  computations. On the other hand, 
the LHC physics is high-multiplicity  physics, so it is essential to go to 2->4 or even 2-> 5 
processes

● As an example, typical searches for supersymmetry require 4 jets and misssing energy, so 
Z+4 jets is an irreducible background. A NLO prediction for Z+4 jets was absolutely 
impossible until very recently

April 2001

In recent three to four years new technology for NLO 
computations appeared that  allowed us to take on 2->4 
and 2 → 5 computations 

G. Salam, talk at ICHEP 2010

  

NLO QCD describes data well

●
Good agreement between NLO calculations (Blackhat) and the ATLAS data for W + jets, 

some issues in HT ( will discuss shortly)

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                     .
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A change in the paradigm

✤ Unitarity (on-shell) techniques allow us to reconstruct one-loop scattering amplitudes directly, by-passing Feynman 
diagrams

✤ We generalize the old idea of unitarity that proved to be  frutiful for low-multiplicity  loop computations

✤ The big boost to this technology came from a new way of tensor reduction for one-loop integrals discovered by 
Ossola, Pittau and Papadopulous (OPP) and from the observation of Ellis, Giele and Kunszt that generalized  
unitarity at one-loop can be derived from the OPP
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One-loop calculations

✤ These developments of one-loop technology lead to  
a serious accomplishment -- NLO QCD predictions 
are now available for major collider processes,  
making rich phenomenology possible 

✤ multiple jets ( up to 4)

✤ a gauge boson and up to 5 (!) jets

✤ multiple gauge bosons in association with up to 
2 jets ( up to VV+2jets)

✤ top quarks in association with jets (up to two) 
and gauge photons (W,Z,photon)

✤ Higgs and up to two jets

  

Progress with NLO computations

● In the past three-four years, dramatic developments occurred in the field of next-to-leading 
order calculations for the LHC.  We were so successful, that the famous NLO wish-list has 
been officially closed by Joey Huston as of May 2012

NLO predictions are currently available  for 
major production channels: 

 1) multiple jets (up to 4 jets )

2)  a gauge boson and up to 5 jets

3) multiple gauge bosons in association with 
jets ( up to VV + 2j)

4)  top quarks in association with jets (up to 
two) and gauge bosons (W,Z, photon)

5) Higgs and jets

Bern, Dixon, Kosower, Berger, Forde, Maitre, Febres-Cordero, Bern, Dixon, Kosower, Berger, Forde, Maitre, Febres-Cordero, 

Gleisberg, Papadopoulos, Ossola, Pittau, Czakon, Worek, Gleisberg, Papadopoulos, Ossola, Pittau, Czakon, Worek, 
Bevilacqua, Ellis, Kunszt, Giele, Zanderighi, Melia, Rountsh, Bevilacqua, Ellis, Kunszt, Giele, Zanderighi, Melia, Rountsh, 

Denner, Dittmaier, Pozzorini, KallweitDenner, Dittmaier, Pozzorini, Kallweit
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Automation

  

Madgraph@NLO

● New ideas for NLO computations make automation possible.  Madgraph-like computation 
of complex processes with NLO accuracy,  combined with the parton shower , appears 
within reach

                                                                                                                                                                        
                                     .

                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                       

MadLoop: Hirshi et al

An example of a@MCNLO study; so far it is 
done by the authors but they promise to go 
public in 2012

  

Madgraph@NLO

● New ideas for NLO computations make automation possible.  Madgraph-like computation 
of complex processes with NLO accuracy,  combined with the parton shower , appears 
within reach

                                                                                                                                                                        
                                     .

                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                       

MadLoop: Hirshi et al

An example of a@MCNLO study; so far it is 
done by the authors but they promise to go 
public in 2012

New ideas for NLO computations make LO-style automation possible.  MadLoop provides a proof of principle.
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Learning from NLO

✤ We all know  that NLO results reduce the 
factorization and renormalization uncertainties 
and provide reliable predictions for the 
normalization of various cross-sections

✤ This should be indispensable once the program 
of extracting coupling constants and making 
other precise measurements will start in 
earnest.  But that’s not all. 

✤ Indeed, since  NLO computations take us 
closer to reality, we should be able to learn 
quite a bit more from them

✤ In particular, we should be able to access the 
validity of various approximations and short-
cuts that we may want to use to arrive at 
reliable results in more complex cases

and generates the following minimal set of processes

g g ! H g g , g g ! H q q̄ ,

q q̄ ! H q q̄ , q q̄ ! H q! q̄! . (4)

The other processes are obtained by performing the ap-
propriate symmetry transformation.
The ultraviolet (UV), the infrared, and the collinear

singularities are regularized using dimensional reduction
(DRED). UV divergences have been renormalized in the
MS scheme. In the case of LO [NLO] contributions we de-
scribe the running of the strong coupling constant with
one-loop [two-loop] accuracy, decoupling the top quark
from the running.

The e!ective Hgg coupling, see Appendix A, leads to
integrands that may exhibit numerators with rank r larger
than the number n of the denominators, i.e. r " n+1. In
general, for these cases, the parametrization of the residues
at the multiple-cut has to be extended as discussed in
Ref. [40]. As a consequence, the decomposition of any
one-loop n-point amplitude in terms of master integrals
(MIs) acquires new contributions, reading as,

Mone-loop

n = An + !An . (5)

The term An corresponds to the standard decomposition
for the case of a renormalizable theory (r " n), while the
additional contribution !An enters whenever r " n + 1.
Their actual expressions can be found in Eqs. (2.16) and
(6.11) of [40].
The extended integrand decomposition has been imple-

mented in the samurai library. In particular, the coe"-
cients multiplying the MIs appearing in An and !An are
computed by using the discrete Fourier transform as de-
scribed in Refs. [38, 47].

In the case of Higgs plus jets production, higher rank
numerators arise from diagrams where the Higgs boson is
attached to a pure gluonic loop. However, as shown in
Appendix B, the rank-(n + 1) terms of an n-point inte-
grand are proportional to the loop momentum squared, q2,
which simplifies against a denominator. Therefore, they
generate (n#1)-point integrands with rank r = n#1. Con-
sequently, the coe"cients of the MIs in !An have to vanish
identically, as explicitly verified. Since !An in Eq. (5) does
not play any role, the integrand reduction can be also per-
formed with the current public version of samurai, which
does not contain the extended decomposition - hence, im-
plying a lighter reduction, with fewer coe"cients involved.
We remark that, within the integrand reduction algo-

rithm, it is possible to benefit immediately from the pres-
ence of powers of q2 in the numerators, without any alge-
braic cost: the contribution of those terms is automatically
taken into account by the integrand reconstruction of the
subdiagrams (because they give no contribution on the
corresponding massless cut). On the contrary, within a
tensor reduction algorithm, these terms would cancel only
after the algebraic manipulation of the integrand.

The numerical values of the one-loop amplitudes of the
processes (4) in a non-exceptional phase space point are
collected in Appendix C. The values of the double and
the single poles conform to the universal singular behavior
of dimensionally regulated one-loop amplitudes [55]. Af-
ter appropriate crossing to the H ! 4-parton decay kine-
matics, we compared our results with the ones presented
in Table I of Ref. [19], finding excellent agreement. Fur-
thermore, converting our results for the Hjj-production
channels from DRED to the ’t Hooft-Veltman scheme, we
are in perfect agreement with the most recent version of
MCFM (v6.4).

Figure 1: Transverse momentum pT of the Higgs boson.

Figure 2: Pseudorapidity ! of the Higgs boson.

3

Samurai collaboration

  

Is it the SM Higgs boson?

● Having discovered the new particle at the LHC, we need to determine its properties.  
This necessitates  measurements of coupling constants that are usually obtained by  
measuring cross-section and branching fractions.   Higgs production cross-sections are 
subject to channel-dependent  QCD radiative corrections.

  

Is it the SM Higgs boson?

● Having discovered the new particle at the LHC, we need to determine its properties.  
This necessitates  measurements of coupling constants that are usually obtained by  
measuring cross-section and branching fractions.   Higgs production cross-sections are 
subject to channel-dependent  QCD radiative corrections.
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Off-shell effects in top quark pair production

✤ How well does the narrow width approximation 
work for the  LHC physics? 

✤ We can answer this question by comparing top quark 
pair production computed in the narrow width 
approximation with complete computation for 
WWbb final state

Top quark pair production

●
We can assess  the quality of the narrow width approximation by comparing ``narrow 

width'' kinematic distributions for top quark pair production with the recent computation of 

pp → WWbb through NLO QCD

●
The full computation includes double resonance, single resonance and non-resonance 

diagrams; it can deviate from ``top pair production'' cross-section but the effect is expected 

to be small for realistic selection criteria

Top production cross-section in the di-lepton final state; no cuts on top invariant 

mass; typical cuts on transverse momenta, missing energies, rapidities etc. 

Denner, Dittmaier, Kallweit, Pozzorini, Schulze

Top quark pair production

●
We can assess  the quality of the narrow width approximation by comparing ``narrow 

width'' kinematic distributions for top quark pair production with the recent computation of 

pp → WWbb through NLO QCD

●
The full computation includes double resonance, single resonance and non-resonance 

diagrams; it can deviate from ``top pair production'' cross-section but the effect is expected 

to be small for realistic selection criteria

Top production cross-section in the di-lepton final state; no cuts on top invariant 

mass; typical cuts on transverse momenta, missing energies, rapidities etc. 

Denner, Dittmaier, Kallweit, Pozzorini, Schulze

Standard top-like selection cuts are applied to WWbb final 
state for cross-section calculation

Kinematic distributions agree very well when on-shell 
kinematics is allowed but may show larger deviations 
when this is not the case

Denner, Dittmaier, Kallweit, Pozzorini, Schulze

Top quark pair production

●
The transverse momentum distribution of the two b-jets is well described by the narrow 

widths approximation up to 150 GeV;  after that  significant deviations occur

●
We observe larger differences at LO than at NLO ( off-resonance effects vs. additional 

radiation). K-factors remain very similar up to very high momenta..
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Figure 7: Contributions to the interference coming from the real (red) and imaginary (blue) part
of the Higgs Breit-Wigner propagator, as defined in Eq. (4.2), for two values of the Higgs mass.
The real part of the interference with two generations of massless quarks is shown by the dashed
magenta line.

one might worry that the constructive interference at large mH violates the ŝ requirement.

However, Fig. 8 illustrates that this is not the case. Although there is a net constructive

interference for mH = 600 GeV, this is due to the large enhancement of the cross section

in the region ŝ < mH . In the limit of large ŝ we observe that the interference is large and

destructive, in complete agreement with the findings of refs. [13, 14]. For a much lighter

Higgs boson, for instance mH = 120 GeV, there is no significant increase of the cross

section in the region ŝ < mH and the net destructive contribution simply results from the

destructive interference in the tail.

– 18 –

Interference effects in Higgs production

✤ The Higgs boson that is produced in the gluon 
fusion and decays to two W bosons can interfere 
with direct production of two W bosons 

✤ This effect is not important for the light Higgs boson 
but may change shapes of kinematic distributions 
for the heavier one

✤ A success of soft approximation in describing the 
Higgs production suggests that a similar approach 
will work for the interference 

Figure 8: The upper panels present results for the invariant mass of the four final state lep-
tons using !H + !B (blue dotted) and !H,i + !B (red solid) for two di!erent Higgs masses
(left mH = 120, right mH = 600). In addition we plot the distribution with no interfer-
ence terms but using the rescaled Higgs propagator, !ISA + !B [10, 37] (black dashed). In the
lower panels we present the ratio r = [d(!H,i + !B)/dm4!] / [d(!H + !B)/dm4!] (red solid) and
r = [d(!ISA + !B)/dm4!] / [d(!H + !B)/dm4!] (dashed) .

A method recently employed in ref. [10] to attempt to approximate the interference

e!ects is based on the “improved s-channel approximation” (ISA) of ref. [37]. The prescrip-

tion for unitarizing the amplitude is obtained by modifying the Higgs boson propagator,

iŝ

ŝ!m2
H

"
im2

H

ŝ!m2
H + i"H(mH) ŝ

mH

. (4.3)

In order to test this approximation, in Fig. 8 we also show the m4! distribution calculated

using this approach, denoted !ISA. We observe that, as expected, the modified propagator

decreases the cross section in the limit of large m4! (ŝ). We note that although the ISA

approach has some of the features of the interference that we observe, there are significant

di!erences in shape between the two approaches across the entire m4! range.

4.2 Interference with search cuts

We now investigate the e!ect of the interference with more realistic search cuts mimicking

those used by the CMS and ATLAS collaborations. To provide results for the CMS collab-

oration we use the cuts that were employed in the search for the Higgs boson in the 2010

data set [1]. Basic acceptance cuts are always applied to the missing transverse energy

(Et/ ) and lepton rapidities,

Et/ > 20 GeV, |"!| < 2.5 , (4.4)

and then a number of further cuts are optimised for di!erent values of the Higgs mass. In

particular, cuts on the transverse momenta of the two leptons (p!max

T , p!min

T ), the invariant

– 19 –

Figure 1: Topologies of diagrams that could potentially contribute the process gg ! !ee+µ!!̄µ.

electroweak gauge invariance. Thus the only triangle loop contribution comes from the

Higgs boson mediated diagram (c).

We shall therefore separate the calculation of the full amplitude as follows,

Afull = "a1a2
!
g4wg

2
s

16#2

"
PW (s34)PW (s56) [2Amassless +Amassive +AHiggs] , (2.4)

where the first two terms in the square brackets represent the six continuum diagrams

shown in Fig. 2. We explicitly separate out the contribution from the first two generations,

(2Amassless), in which we consider the quarks in the loop to be massless, and the contribu-

tion from the third generation in which the top quark mass is not neglected, Amassive. We

have also extracted an overall color, coupling and propagator factor that is the same as in

the massless case, so that comparing with Eq. (2.1) we immediately see that,

Amassless = "
1

c!
Av

6;4 . (2.5)

The final contribution AHiggs originates from two triangle diagrams of the type shown in

Fig. 1(c).

2.2 Integral basis

We consider the one-loop amplitude Amassive, corresponding to third generation quarks

circulating in the loop. In our calculation we retain the dependence on the mass of the top

quark but treat the b-quark as massless since the e!ect of a non-zero value for mb is at the

level of 0.1% [12].

The amplitude can be expanded in terms of scalar integrals and a rational part as

follows,

Amassive =
6#

i=1

diD
(i) +

12#

i=1

ciC
(i) +

6#

i=1

biB
(i) +R . (2.6)

– 4 –

Campbell, Ellis, Williams
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Choosing the factorization and renormalization scales

✤ Since NLO computations are more scale-independent 
than LO computations,   we can ask  the question -- 
what is the right scale  choice at LO ?

✤ Of course, no universal answer exists since the 
coupling constant runs; the ``right scale’’ is 
determined by the local dynamics

✤ CKKW/MLM procedure seems to capture important 
kinematics features in many cases |M|2 ⇠

NY

i=1

↵s(qi)
Y

ij

�(qi)

�(qj)

q1

q2

q3

Prob(a ! b) ⇠ ↵s(p?)

Scale setting and W+3 jets at NLO

● CKKW/MLM procedure does a very good jobs in describing NLO shapes

S. Hoche, J. Huston, D. Maitre, J. Winter, G. ZanderighiBlackhat/Rocket/Sherpa comparison

S. Hoche, J. Huston, D. Maitre, J. Winter and G. Zanderighi

It is possible to extend the scale-setting prescription of CKKW to 
NLO by choosing the geometric mean of nodal scales to compute 
the virtual corrections  (MINLO) 

Can MINLO be a poor-man solution to exact  NNLO rates and 
shapes? It will be interesting to see that.

Hamilton, Nason, Zanderighi
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Improving on NLO results

✤ It is possible to improve on some shortcomings  of 
NLO computations ( they fail close to kinematic 
boundaries)

✤ combine NLO computations with parton 
showers (MC@NLO, POWHEG, SHERPA) -- an 
ever increasing number of processes is being 
implemented in these programs

✤ understand how to merge NLO QCD predictions 
for processes with different multiplicities 
(MEPS@NLO )

✤ include decays, with  NLO QCD corrections 

✤ develop NNLO technology for multi-particle 
processes

  

Merging different jet multiplicity samples at NLO

● NLO  QCD predictions for HT may show significant uncertainties in high-energy tail of the 
distribution. Can be removed by combining NLO predictions for W+1j, W+2j etc. 

                                                                                                                                                               
                                              .

                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                       

Hoche, Krauss, Schonherr, Siegert

MC@NLO: n-jets at NLO, (n+1)  at LO, rest is PS

MENLOPS: n-jets at NLO, n+1, n+2, etc. at LO merged 
with PS

MEPS@NLO: n, n+1, n+2,... at NLO, merged and matched 
to parton shower

  

Merging different jet multiplicity samples at NLO

● NLO  QCD predictions for HT may show significant uncertainties in high-energy tail of the 
distribution. Can be removed by combining NLO predictions for W+1j, W+2j etc. 

                                                                                                                                                               
                                              .

                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                       

Hoche, Krauss, Schonherr, Siegert

MC@NLO: n-jets at NLO, (n+1)  at LO, rest is PS

MENLOPS: n-jets at NLO, n+1, n+2, etc. at LO merged 
with PS

MEPS@NLO: n, n+1, n+2,... at NLO, merged and matched 
to parton shower

MC@NLO: n-jets NLO,
n+1 jets at LO, rest -- PS

MENLOPS: n-jets NLO, 
n+1, n+2...jets LO matched 
to parton shower

MEPS@NLO: n, n+1, n
+2...jets 
at NLO merged and 
matched 
to parton shower

Hoche, Krauss, Schonherr, Siegert
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NNLO QCD computations

✤ Development of a working method for generic 
NNLO calculations  proved to be an intellectually 
challenging problem

✤ In 1999, Smirnov and Tausk started a breakthrough 
in the computation of two-loop virtual corrections for 
2-to-2 processes; many results followed shortly after 
that

✤ Suitable subtraction terms for  real emission 
processes  were in the making for the next decade 
and there is a feeling that we finally have them

✤ Two primary approaches  ( plus SCET-based slicing)

✤ antenna subtraction 

✤ sector decomposition/FKS
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NNLO computations: singular limits

✤ A part of a NNLO computation  that proved to be highly non-trivial, is the construction  of subtraction counter-terms 
that make real-emission contributions finite

✤ If we consider NNLO for an n-jet process, we must deal with up to n+2 particles in the final state, two of which can 
become unresolved and cause singularities. These singularities can be double-soft, double-collinear, single-soft and 
single-collinear.   In these limits amplitudes factorize into universal factors and lower-multiplicity amplitudes, as 
shown in the double soft limit

✤ It is remarkable that all singular limit required for the NNLO computations were available for quite some time 
already, yet they were not used in the computations !  The problem, as always, are overlapping singularities that can 
be approached from two separate limits...

✤ At NLO, the problem is solved by either phase-space slicing,  or by Catani-Seymour construction of the dipole terms 
that interpolate between soft and collinear singular limits, or by the phase-space partitioning as pointed out by 
Frixione, Kunszt and Signer (FKS)

Mn+2(p1, ..pn, g1, g2) ⇡ Sab ({p}, g1, g2)Mab
n (p1, . . . , pn)
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FKS@NNLO

✤ Kinematic regions that may lead to potential 
singularities can be separated by partitioning the 
phase-space (sectors must cover full phase-space)

✤ in each sector we must be able to identify 
particles that may ``produce singularities’’

✤ at NLO: one and only one particle can 
become soft and one and only one pair of 
particles -- collinear

✤ at NNLO:  for each sector two well-defined 
particles are allowed to become soft and at 
most three well-defined  particles -- collinear

✤ In each sector natural variables to factorize phase-
space are energies of (potentially) soft particles and 
angles for their emission relative to their hard 
collinear partners

At this point, we would like to note that the adopted solution to the problem of a d-dimensional
phase space for the heavy quarks is by no means unique. One could, for example, use the fact
that the !-dimensional components of the heavy quark momentum vectors are only relevant to
the terms singular in !, which are obtained after one of the massless vectors has been removed (at
least one soft or collinear limit). We then have only two (d ! 1)-dimensional vectors, and could
rotate away the spurious components of "q1,2. This approach would only be correct, if the reference

frame for the parameterization of "q1,2 were defined in relation to "p1 and "k1 + "k2. This in turn,
would be a simplification for the massive system, but a complication to the decomposition of the
phase space, which we want to perform in Section 2.4.

2.4. Decomposition
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Figure 2: Decomposition of the phase space in the triple-collinear sector. The variable substitutions, which map
the integration range onto the unit hypercube are specified. Furthermore, !̂2 = !max(!̂1) and the second branch
starting with the dashed line is symmetric to the first.

The last step of our treatment of the phase space is a two-level decomposition according to
singularities. At the first level, we partition the phase space with suitable selector functions. The
latter are defined on the phase space, add up to unity, and regulate part of the divergences. In
particular, we introduce a selector function for the triple-collinear sector, in which we allow for
collinear divergences due to partons with momenta p1, k1 and k2, but not p2. There is also a
symmetric function that does just the same upon replacement of p1 with p2, but we ignore it, as
its contribution can be recovered without additional computation (see Section 4). Moreover, we
introduce a selector, which allows for collinear divergences due to k1 being parallel to p1, or k2
parallel to p2, but no other configuration. This function defines the double-collinear sector, and

10

As pointed out by Czakon, at NNLO further 
universal decomposition into five sub-sectors is 
required, to extract all the singularities
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First NNLO results for 2         2 processes at hadron colliders

✤ First NNLO QCD results for top quark pair 
production, dijet production and H+jet production  
in hadron collisions appeared recently 

✤ While these results are still not complete, there is no 
question that they represent a breakthrough in 
perturbative QCD that will, eventually, provide   
important phenomenological insights 

✤ One thing that we learned from first NNLO results  is 
that  -- no matter how they are obtained -- they 
require significant computational effort where speed 
and numerical stability are important.   

✤ This observation has important implications for 
ingredients of perturbative computations that we rely 
upon
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FIG. 3: Dependence of the NNLO+NNLL cross-section
!
NNLO+NNLL
tot , Eq. (12), on the pole mass of the top quark:

scale variation (white band); scale + pdf variation (red band).

measurements from the Tevatron. We are confident that
our results will provide new insight to the forthcoming
Tevatron analyses at full dataset, and will help scruti-
nize the Standard Model to a new level.
The very high precision of our result will allow critical

comparisons between di!erent pdf sets as well as extrac-
tion of the top quark mass with improved precision. It
is also a step in the derivation of the dominant missing
SM corrections to AFB, whose calculation through order
O(!4

S) will be the subject of a forthcoming publication.
In a broader context, given the small number of ob-

servables known at NNLO, it is interesting to address the
question of the convergence of the perturbative series for
this observable. In Fig. (4) we plot the scale variations of
the LO, NLO, NNLO and NNLO+NNLL approximations
as functions of the top mass. Each approximation is cal-
culated with a pdf of corresponding accuracy. We observe
a significant and consistent decrease in the scale depen-
dence with each successive approximation. The overlap
between the scale bands of the successive approximations
also indicates that our scale variation procedure performs
consistently well at each perturbative order.
We thank S. Dittmaier for kindly providing us with his

code for the evaluation of the one-loop virtual corrections
in qq̄ ! tt̄g [11], and Z. Merebashvili for clarifications re-
garding Ref. [9]. The work of M.C. was supported by the
Heisenberg and by the Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz pro-
grammes of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, and
by the DFG Sonderforschungsbereich/Transregio 9 Com-
putergestützte Theoretische Teilchenphysik.
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liders to NNLO accuracy. The program consists of three
integration channels:

d!̂gg,NNLO =

!

d!4

"

d!̂RR
gg,NNLO ! d!̂S

gg,NNLO

#

+

!

d!3

"

d!̂RV
gg,NNLO ! d!̂T

gg,NNLO

#

+

!

d!2

"

d!̂V V
gg,NNLO ! d!̂U

gg,NNLO

#

, (1)

where each of the square brackets is finite and well be-
haved in the infrared singular regions. For the all-gluons
channel, the construction of the three subtraction terms
d!̂S,T,U

ij,NNLO was described in Refs. [39–41].
In the three-parton and four-parton channel, the phase

space has been decomposed into multiple wedges (6
three-parton wedges and 30 four-parton wedges), each
containing only a subset of possible infrared singular con-
tributions. Inside each wedge, the generation of multiple
phase space configurations related by angular rotation of
unresolved pairs of particles around their common mo-
mentum axis ensures a local convergence of the antenna
subtraction term to the relevant matrix element. Owing
to the symmetry properties of the all-gluon final state,
many wedges yield identical contributions, thereby al-
lowing a substantial speed-up of their evaluation.
Jets in hadronic collisions can be produced through

a variety of di!erent partonic subprocesses, and the all-
gluon process is only one of them. Our results on this
process can therefore not be directly compared with ex-
perimental data. The all-gluon process does however al-
low to establish the calculational method, and to qualify
the potential impact of NNLO corrections on jet observ-
ables. It should be noted that the NLO corrections to
hadronic two- and three-jet production were also first
derived in the all-gluon channel [42–44], well before full
results could be completed [6, 7, 45]. In both cases, the
all-gluon results were extremely vital both for establish-
ing the methodology and for assessing the infrared sensi-
tivity of di!erent jet algorithms [44].
Our numerical studies for proton-proton collisions at

centre-of-mass energy
"
s = 8 TeV concern the single

jet inclusive cross section (where every identified jet in
an event that passes the selection cuts contributes, such
that a single event potentially enters the distributions
multiple times) and the two-jet exclusive cross section
(where events with exactly two identified jets contribute).
Jets are identified using the anti-kT algorithm with res-

olution parameter R = 0.7. Jets are accepted at central
rapidity |y| < 4.4, and ordered in transverse momentum.
An event is retained if the leading jet has pT1 > 80 GeV.
For the dijet invariant mass distribution, a second jet
must be observed with pT2 > 60 GeV.
All calculations are carried out with the

MSTW08NNLO gluon distribution function [46],
including the evaluation of the LO and NLO contri-
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FIG. 1: Inclusive jet transverse energy distribution, d!/dpT ,
for jets constructed with the anti-kT algorithm with R = 0.7
and with pT > 80 GeV, |y| < 4.4 and

!
s = 8 TeV at NNLO

(blue), NLO (red) and LO (dark-green). The lower panel
shows the ratios of NNLO, NLO and LO cross sections.

butions [47]. This choice of parameters allows us to
quantify the size of the genuine NNLO contributions
to the parton-level subprocess. Factorization and
renormalization scales (µF and µR) are chosen dynami-
cally on an event-by-event basis. As default value, we
set µF = µR # µ and set µ equal to the transverse
momentum of the leading jet so that µ = pT1.
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pp collisions at
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s = 8 TeV for the anti-kT algorithm with
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NNLO (blue), NLO (red) and LO (green).

In Fig. 1 we present the inclusive jet cross section for
the anti-kT algorithm with R = 0.7 and with pT >
80 GeV, |y| < 4.4 as a function of the jet pT at LO,
NLO and NNLO, for the central scale choice µ = pT1.
The NNLO/NLO k-factor shows the size of the higher
order NNLO e!ect to the cross section in each bin with
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functions

L(z, µF ) =

! 1

z

dx

x
g(x, µF )g

" z

x
, µF

#

. (7.7)

It follows from Fig. 4 that NNLO QCD corrections are significant in the region
!
s <

500 GeV. In particular, close to partonic threshold
!
s # Eth, radiative corrections are en-

hanced by threshold logarithms ln ! that originate from the incomplete cancellation of virtual

and real corrections. There seems to be no significant enhancement of these corrections at

higher energies, where the NNLO QCD prediction for the partonic cross-section becomes al-

most indistinguishable from the NLO QCD one. Note that we extend the calculation of the

NNLO partonic cross-section to
!
s # 500 GeV only. From leading and next-to-leading order

computations, we know that by omitting the region
!
s > 500 GeV, we underestimate the

total cross-section by about 3%. To account for this in the NNLO hadronic cross-section cal-

culation, we perform an extrapolation to higher energies constructed in such a way that when

the same procedure is applied to LO and NLO cross-sections, it gives results that agree well

with the calculation without extrapolation. The correction for the extrapolation is included

in the NNLO QCD cross-sections results shown below.

We now show the integrated hadronic cross-sections for the production of the Higgs

boson in association with a jet at 8 TeV LHC in the all-gluon channel. We choose to vary

the renormalization and factorization scale in the range µR = µF = mH/2, mH , 2mH . After

– 40 –

Bougezhal, Caola, K.M., Petriello, Schulze
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Things we have learned

✤ It is important  to have compact and 
numerically stable expressions for tree and 
one-loop helicity amplitudes

✤ Can numerical methods developed for one-
loop computations be used in the NNLO 
context?

✤ Stable results for one-loop master integrals 
are necessary since one-loop calculations are 
taken to very singular regions

✤ MCFM is a fantastic resource for  scattering 
amplitudes  -- tree and one-loop -- that have 
ever been computed 

#9 MCFM: the flower o' Scotland

K.Ellis, Loopfest 2003 talk

J. Campbell, R.K. Ellis

R.K.Ellis, talk at the Buffalo Loopfest, 2008
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Which NNLO results can be expected

✤ A NNLO calculation  for a tree process X can not be done 
without a one-loop calculation for a process X+jet and a 
two-loop correction to X

✤ Ignoring the two-loop amplitudes, any process which is 
currently known at NLO defines a process that may, 
eventually,  become known at NNLO

✤ From this perspective, we appear to be doing really well  
since we have extremely advanced NLO calculations 
available  (MCFM  --> MCFM@NNLO)

✤ However, the numerical methods developed for most 
advanced one-loop computations may not be up to the 
task; this is a field where continuous  improvements of 
one-loop computational algorithm may, eventually, pay 
off

4jets@NLO 3jets@NNLO

W+4jets@NLO W+3jets@NNLO

tt+2jets@NLO tt+1jet@NNLO

WW+2jets@NLO WW+1jet@NNLO
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✤ The next big problem with NNLO computations are virtual corrections to multi-jet processes.  Both, reduction to and 
evaluation of master integrals, are difficult and, probably, will require new ideas

✤ Even with traditional methods for loop computations, we see significant differences between NLO and NNLO -- at 
NLO  Passarino-Veltman reduction is algebraic but at NNLO no algebraic reduction is possible and integration-by-
parts is needed for a complete solutions

✤ We should expect similar issues with extensions of OPP to two-loops -- parametric integration of spurious terms is 
the key  at NLO but  ``real’’ integration will likely be needed at NNLO 

✤ Indeed, recent attempts to extend the on-shell methods and the OPP procedure to compute two-loop diagrams for 
multi-jet production showed significant increase in the number of irreducible scalar products.  Planar N=4 SYM 
remains a spectacular extension but it is not so clear how to benefit from it for N=0.

Two-loop amplitudes
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Two-loop computations

✤ An interesting alternative direction is provided by 
pure numerical methods 

✤ Weinzierl et al. showed that one can formulate the 
integration procedure directly in momentum space, 
both at one-loop and beyond

✤ One-loop integrals are made finite by subtraction 
terms and contour deformation 

✤ At one-loop,  the method was used to obtain large-N 
cross-sections  for the production of up to seven  (!) 
jets in electron-positron annihilation

4
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FIG. 3: Comparison of the NLO corrections to the four-jet
rate between the numerical calculation and an analytic calcu-
lation. The error bars from the Monte Carlo integration are
shown and are almost invisible.

ycut
N4

c

8
A5,lc

N5
c

16
B5,lc

0.002 (5.0529 ± 0.0004) · 103 (4.275 ± 0.006) · 105

0.001 (1.3291 ± 0.0001) · 104 (1.050 ± 0.026) · 106

0.0006 (2.4764 ± 0.0002) · 104 (1.84± 0.15) · 106

ycut
N5

c

16
A6,lc

N6
c

32
B6,lc

0.001 (1.1470 ± 0.0002) · 105 (1.46± 0.04) · 107

0.0006 (2.874± 0.002) · 105 (3.88± 0.18) · 107

ycut
N6

c

32
A7,lc

N7
c

64
B7,lc

0.0006 (2.49± 0.08) · 106 (5.4± 0.3) · 108

TABLE I: Perturbative coe!cients for the five-jet rate, six-jet
rate and seven-jet rate.

the number of final state partons to which our method
can be applied. The practical limitations arise from the
fact that the number of evaluations required to reach a
certain accuracy increases with n. This behaviour is al-
ready present at the Born level and not inherent to our
method. Altogether, the calculation of the seven-jet rate
takes a few days on a cluster with 200 cores.

CONCLUSIONS

In this letter we reported on NLO corrections in the
leading colour approximation for jet rates in electron-

Born
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FIG. 4: CPU time required for one evaluation of the Born
contribution, the insertion term and the virtual term, respec-
tively, as a function of the number of the final state partons
n. The times are taken on a single core of a standard PC.

positron annihilation up to seven jets. The calculation
is based on a new and powerful method, where the loop
integration is performed numerically. To the best of our
knowledge this is the first time that physical observables
depending on a one-loop eight-point function have been
calculated. We are planning to extend this method to
hadron-hadron collisions and to include all terms in the
colour expansion.
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✤ Perturbative QCD provides good description of the wealth of data on  hard  scattering  collected at the Tevatron and 
the LHC

✤ Important for this success, is the recent progress with NLO QCD  as it allows us to make realistic and accurate  
description of  complex final states 

✤ Same progress drives theoretical developments in matching fixed order computations to parton showers and 
merging theoretical predictions for various jet multiplicities

✤  A working technology to perform  complex NNLO  QCD computations finally appeared. We now have the time  to 
consolidate  the NNLO technology and move  on to the NNLO phenomenology

✤ All the developments in pQCD that so many people worked on  diligently through the past decay are becoming key 
for detailed understanding the properties of the Higgs boson and for looking for clues about BSM in the SM-like data 

Conclusions
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